
In northern Alaska the formida-
ble Brooks Range yields slowly to 
a coastal plain—a flat, arresting 

expanse rolling confidently north for 
125 miles until stopped dead by the 
Arctic Ocean. This is a surreal landscape 
of grasses, stunted shrubs, and standing 
water where travel is akin to walking on 
wet pillows, and sound is largely reduced 
to the static of wind and the whine of 
mosquitoes; two tyrants vying for domi-
nance over this tundra kingdom.

I was riding shotgun in a battered, 
blue-and-silver Ford F-250 pickup on 
an early July day in 2010, a truck retro-
fitted by my brother to run on vegetable 
oil. We had just completed a three-day 
hike into and out of Atigun Gorge, where 
we battled alternating waves of mosqui-
toes and snow while negotiating gaunt-
lets of mountain, rock and tundra. I was 
frankly relieved to return to the truck 
and discover it and its 50-gallon 
drum of vegetable oil unmangled; 
I was worried that, in our absence, 
a passing grizzly bear might sniff 
its way to our unguarded vat of 
deep-fried, French-fry-pungent 
sludge and choose to eviscerate it. 

We eased along the Haul Road 
heading north towards the oil 

town of Deadhorse, and with the Brooks 
Range at our backs and the cool wind of 
the Arctic Ocean ahead, I immediately 
noticed a lone wolf. He had little hope 
of slinking past unseen. Anything taller 
than a foot on the North Slope attracts 
attention and, despite the late hour, it 
never gets dark this far north at this 
time of year— eleven at night or five in 
the morning are just as bright as one in 
the afternoon. 

The wolf limped across the gravel of 
the Haul Road before returning to the 
springy, moist substrate on the far side, 
where he paused to look back at us with 
curiosity and suspicion. I did not envy 
this animal; lone wolves are often animals 
dispersing through hostile territories; 
individuals perhaps driven forcefully 
from their natal pack and left to fend 
for themselves. Hunting solo offers few 
advantages for a beast accustomed to 

the strength of numbers to take down 
much larger prey. 

As the wolf moved I could not dis-
cern any obvious injury to explain the 
limp; perhaps it was the vestige of a swift 
kick from a fleeing caribou, or possibly a 
bite administered by the local pack that 
regarded him as a threat. If the latter, he 
had been lucky to escape, as trespassers 
are often killed. The wolf then turned 
away and pushed out across the end-
less carpet of tundra flowers, moving 
with slow deliberation and no obvious 
destination in sight.

It’s been years since I visited the 
coastal plain, but this wolf encounter 
has remained vivid in my mind. It was a 
snapshot of beauty and solitude, a quiet 
moment between the ebbing of wind 
and the advent of mosquito when a wolf 
and I locked eyes, then continued on. n 
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